
noun
1.  contentment, a state of inner peace

Origin: Sanskrit

Santosha





“There is no beginning or end ; 

Kevin J Lovett

there is only the journey.

Our life’s experiences are characterised 

that we are mysteriously drawn to 

     along the path we choose to trea
d.”

by various significant occurances, 



5th October 1974

Welcome to Beautiful Queensland, 

the collective moral
conscience and it’s suffocating.

A state in a state of denial.

the Sunshine State! 

A State in a State of Emergency. 

It seems the only thing expansive

It’s an affirmation of my spirit existing

enough to contain the longing I feel
is the ocean.

Surfing is the new Romanticism.

It’s an act of defiance in itself.

beyond the confines of the State….

This regime is hell bent on stunting





Mum & Dad’s 

 

15th Nov ‘74 

Kevin - age 9

I need to get out of here!

Gladstone

home front. 
Things are a little uneasy on the

Dad and I just had a fight over Vietnam

during dinner and I’m back in my old
room just staring at the walls.



The power station nests by the harbour,

devouring our humanity in the

spewing forth acrid smoke,

electric embers, chewing coal,

like a slumbering dragon amongst glowing

name of progress and 

     industry.



Agnes Waters

Raided by the Agnes Waters pigs last night….. 

The only way we could possibly get any higher

Reminded me of a quote : 

“Sunrise Camp” 

a boot stamping on a human face—forever.” 
“If you want a picture of the future, imagine

George Orwell - 1984



G L A D S T O N E 
S I L V E R  S C R E E N

There’s this gnawing feeling that something is 

“Doctor” Geisel

beyond the fog of swirling thoughts

always the
intellectual

“out there” just out of my reach,



Kuala Lumpur

KL Malaysia - March 23rd 1975 - Day 1

KL-style Cornflakes -
not for the faint hearted!

Mum would be so proud
!

Arrived in Kuala Lumpur, whisked away to some side 
room at the airport and had S.H.I.T.  

stamped on my passport - 
  Suspected Hippy In Transit. 



April 2nd, 1975 - Day 11 

Cameroon Highlands

overloaded rust buckets, downhill

Ditched our original plans, bought a

couple of 2nd hand motor cycles

The freedom and exhilaration - 
blasting high above the cloud filled valleys,

as crazy suicide truck-drivers hammer

Insanity!  
around hairpin bends. 

and headed north.



Batu Ferringhi

April 10, 1975 
  Day 19

It’s like I’ve known her forever 

and a girl named Jan.... 

- possibly a past life? 

crazy hippy bonfire parties every night, 

Firey sunsets over 

  the ocean, 

 skinny dipping with strangers, 



Georgetown

Jimmy the Buddha’s - April ‘75 - Day 24

Is death the only thing we can truly call our own? 

One guy was so emaciated, 
   I couldn’t tell how old he was. 

Tucked away in the back alleys of China

Town is the red door to Jimmy the Buddha’s.

Languid murmurs and laughter,

bodies strewn about the darkened labyrinth.
Some of these guys looked like they had

been there for months, years…. 

Our eyes met. 
They were vast bottomless pits, 
    black and empty. 

And in the reflection of those dark, dead eyes.....

I saw myself.

Our lives simply borrowed from some
higher power, only to be repaid at the

end of the journey? 



Returned to Batu Faringi to find her 

Tempted to go it alone....

see her again....
bags packed. I don’t know if I’ll ever 

John now has some crazy plan
about taking the bikes and heading north, 

to find some guy in Laos with
        charts of the Sumatran coast. 

Think he’s fried his brain smoking

       too much opium. 



If it does come down to the roll of the die

Does it all come down to the toss of a coin?

A game of chance, the universe according to

Our lives merely a joke bet placed by the gods,

of our lives and whom we cross paths with.
Random coincidence determining the course

nothing other than luck of the draw?

then who are we really other
than game chips in the great cosmic casino?

totally beyond our own control.



Vientiane - Laos May 1st, 1975 - Day 40

Watching Choppers being pushed into the

Laying on my bed, I could hear explosions

on the edge of a war. 
- a wild goose chase into some land locked country

Crossed the Mekong River at the Thai Border

Lines of refugees were carrying their belongings across

the bridge, heading in the opposite direction. 

ocean from US Aircraft carriers on TV. 
Saigon has fallen.

last night from across the river. 

What the hell are we doing here?

into Laos last night



May 10 1975  - Day o
f no days

John’s bailed with a load of hash into 

I feel so alone right now and so

American Embassy Laos 

Stanley - the crazy

Some things never change!

Details of the party remain

sketchy, but I do

carrying a drinks tray
remember a giant frog

Sitting here on my hotel room floor,

coming down off Owlsley window panes, 

- still tripping. 

crawling with Military. 
Thailand and the streets below are 

bloody stupid. 

photojournalist from Brooklyn.

at some point.



They say that God is love.

Told to swallow the cold hard facts 

If god is love, and science truth, 

Yet the empirical evidence suggests that we

crawled from the ocean, gasping for air, godless.

(until proven false of course),

another shattered and void hypothesis.
then left to pick up the pieces of yet

except to be standing upon the precipice of

then where the hell does that leave me, 

the unimaginable abyss?





May 11th, 1975

5am and the call to prayer crackles

Day 50 - crossing the strait 

Assalamo alaikum 

Malacca Strait Crossing

aborad a rusty hulled ferry,   

headed west to Sumatra.

The sun rises over my shoulder,

over the ferry loudspeaker.

as worshippers lay out their prayer
rugs across the foredeck.

Peace be on you. 



My new bike packed it in -

Hitching my way to Toba.....

in the middle of bum-fuck nowhere.



Lake Toba

Day 60

This place has power..... 

Seated on the edge of this giant ancient

caldera, the scene of a great explosion that

descended the world into an ice age. 

an immenseness that forces contemplation. 



Is it synchronicity when the answer to your question

But instead of quiet resolve, 

Do we choose our path or does it choose us? 

What if I’m wrong?

What if I’m heading blindly 

washes up upon your shore like a gift from the sea?

The handwritten map pinned to the wall whispered to me…

frozen at the crossroads.
trusting this signpost, I stand

down a dead end road, like an impatient fool? 



Sibolga, Western Sumutra 

June 2nd 1975 - Day 71

John is John and sometimes I can be 

Apologies are for strangers. 

a self-righteous pain in the ass. 

to head west and begin our search.
no plans beyond this point other than

Ahead of us lay the journey,



Boat to Nias - Midnight, Day 72

“…our lot in life is to 
learn and to be hurled 

into inconceivable 
new worlds.” 

an empty black ocean. The unsettling “tap tap” 

The engine has stopped and we are taking on 

I laugh at the pointlessness of my final entry into

water, the eerie quiet on an expanse of notorious 
waters - I’m certain there is no radio on board. 

It’s pitch dark. All that can be seen is the
occasional flash of lightning on the horizon, across

of metal on metal as the captain tries to 
unfreeze the bilge pump with a rusty wrench. 

We are sinking, slowly but surely. 

I stare at the clove cigarette smoked by the skinny
teenage deckhand, soon to be extinguished 
  with such nonchalence.

committed to the 
bottom of the ocean.

a journal soon to be

Carlos Casteneda 



Through some mysterious act of the Gods,

While the serendipity of his appearance at this 

What if other surfers have already been here? 

short of sublime, and I have no doubt 

we find ourselves standing shoulder to 

shoulder with underground surf explorer
and living legend, Peter Troy. 

stage of our journey could be seen as nothing 

What if we’re too late? 

it has set alarm bells ringing.

In Surfing, as in life, timing is everything. 

it is an omen of sorts, for me, 



Our first glimpse of Nias

- Peter Troy’s epic journies
To the four corners of the world



lacerated toes. 

Foolish pride - refusing to listen to reason 

Teluk Delam

  - Nias

My initial resolve about this island has 
begun to waver, day after day 

of fruitless searching, ridiculously shallow 
waves that implode over exposed coral heads 

an angry reef cut across my shoulder,

and head south when we had the chance.... 



Placing all our eggs in one

this island has proven to be a 

basket and gambling on

proportions.
fools errand of Quixotic



Lagundi Bay  - Nias
June 11th, 1975 - Day 80

This here may

John and I just both fell back onto the sand 

Man, Troy was right. You just never know 

 
   Perfect 6-8 foot flawless barrels!!! 

and stepped out onto the palm fringed bay 
We emerged from the edge of the jungle 

perfect rights! 

the mother of 
very well be 

in unconstrained fits of laughter and unbridled joy.

I kept rubbing my eyes to remind myself that 

from a feverish surfers dream. 
that this wasn’t some kind of mirage born 

what’s around the next headland.

of Lagundri and just stood in awe. 



He put a roof over our heads 

Sifama

Raf
Founding memeber 

 - all sinewy muscle and 
beetlenut smile. 
       Our protector.

 and treated us like brothers   
board-riders club
of the Nias 





Lagundi Bay - Day 100 perhaps?

The sun flies over the horizon and plummets

Time stretches out in all directions, warps and

The tides rise and retreat.

Swell pours relentlessly into the bay.

The moon bounces from the jungle and is chased 
through the sky by a vengeful sun.

The constellations migrate across the night.

back into the sea.

dissipates, melting like Dali’s clock.



Botohili - Nias

Upon reaching the top of the stone staircase we were

A massive cobbled courtyard lined with stone alters

confronted by the Megalithic Village of Botohili.

wooden houses resembling beached Spanish Galleons.

and animistic figure heads, skirted by ancient 







I’ve awoken from a dream and can see clearly, perhaps for the

The revelation that it is not perfect here,

I have embraced the paradox that unknowing is wisdom, 

And from this inevitably flows, the un-creation of dogma, the 

- Left in its wake, a strange sense of freedom.

and yet it is perfect that I am here.

ocean seeking wetness from the rain..
first time. To search for Santosha is actually impossible, like the 

naturalness, of simply being.
realising that I don’t know and moving toward a state of

blurring of boundaries between the rational and intuitive. 
These stone set truths that existed only yesterday no longer 

apply and what I thought I knew of myself is gone.... 



Pantai Kuta - 

my palatial 

Sept 75
Ulu’s surf mission with the gang.

writer’s retreat



Bali

The location of Santosha is not to be found

So what are you waiting for....? 

That we were, in fact, the first?

So what do I offer up as proof

Santosha exists and it calls for those who

An X marks the spot?

on any chart or map.
It’s in the spirit of man, bound by the sea.

that my tale is not entirely a work of fiction?

care to know what lies beyond.

Nothing.
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